
 Swedish Racing League, English Version, March 2019 

 

Rules SRLvFAST 
Gran Turismo Sport 2019 

This document contains rules for the series of races between Swedish Racing League and 
Finish Auto Simracing, SRLvFAST or SWE/FIN.   

 

1. Introduction 
1.1. The competition 
SRLvFAST or SWE/FIN is a Gr.3 series that started in late 2017 and is now in its second 
season. The race is a 60 minute endurance race with a 15 minute qualifying and is scheduled 
the first Sunday every month. Points are awarded for every driver and the team with the most 
points when the season ends wins. 

1.2. Race information 
These events are scheduled the first sunday every month at 18:15 GMT+1, 19:15 GMT+2.  

Track is decided by one team and the car everyone drives is decided by the other, this changes 
after each race starting with Fin choosing track for the March 2019 race. These decisions shall 
be done well prior to the race date with the deadline for the choice of car after the track. Exact 
dates at the end of this document.  

Any team can host but the selected host shall have a good, stable connection with no NAT 
issues. Exact lobby settings can be found at the end of the document.  

1.3. Knowledge 
Drivers who participate in this series arranged together with SRL shall have knowledge and 
understanding of the rules described in this document. Drivers who, after repeated 
observations about shortcomings in knowledge, do not meet the requirements can be turned 
off from SRL as a whole or from specific series in consultation with the competition 
management.  

2. Rules 
2.1. Rules 
Every individual series with or within SRL shall have some form of publicly available regulations 
that drivers and competition management may refer to as far as is necessary. Participants in a 
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series must have good knowledge of the contents of the series rules. In cases where a series 
lacks regulations for any specific part, it is automatically referred back to this document. If any 
specific part is missing from these rules, we refer to the Competition Rules for Virtual Car 
Racing (available via http://www.vgp.se). 

2.2. Judge 
In the first place it is the lobby's host who is the judge of "his" lobby, and first of all the one to 
turn to if one is to report an incident. The lobby's host has a certain responsibility but no 
requirement to save replay and results list, but can, if necessary, turn to other drivers in the 
lobby or other members of the competition management for advice and assistance in 
assessing incidents. The burden of proof lies primarily with the person reporting the incident. 
The lobby host has no general requirement to actively look for incidents in the replay 
afterwards. If the host is involved in any type of incident or is competing as a part of a team the 
judging of incidents shall be done by another person or in collaboration with the team 
managers. 

 
2.3. Fair play on the track 
Everyone on the track should first of all show consideration and respect for each other. The 
driving of the car on track should be done in the same way as if it had been a real car on a real 
track. 

2.3.1. All driving must take place in the set driving direction. Driving the wrong way during 
organized training, qualifying, warm up and race is penalized heavily except when it is 
absolutely necessary to move the car from a "dangerous position". 

2.3.2. Any form of "help-driving" is strictly prohibited, such as teammates who block large 
parts of the track's width for other drivers to benefit themselves or anyone else. This 
also includes conscious "slipstreaming" where teammates during qualifying use each 
other's cars to actively win time on the track. 

2.3.3. Conscious lane departure during arranged training, qualifying, warmup or race strongly 
penalized. The track is not a playground, there are other drivers on the track that can be 
disturbed by such initiatives. 

2.3.4. Unjust or careless maneuvers are prohibited. To the extent that it is used to favor 
another contestant, both drivers are subject to punishment. 

2.3.5. Maneuvers that prevent other competitors through eg. gross displacement of another 
car towards or outside the track edge is strictly penalized.. 

2.3.6. Repeated and serious mistakes in the form of obvious lack of control of the car 
(crashes, collisions) must be reported to the competition management for assessment 
in connection with the completed race. 

2.3.7. The entire width of the track (according to the game limits current track or series of 
regulations) may be used for overtakings. Overtakings taking place completely outside 
the track is prohibited and may be subject to punishment if the position is not 
immediately switched back. 
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2.3.8. It is not allowed to drive the car unnecessarily slowly, unpredictably or in any other way 
that the competition management can judge to be "dangerous" or disadvantageous to 
other competitors. 

2.3.9. Drivers who are on the verge of being lapped should, as soon as it is realistic, let go of 
the lapping car, ingame blue flag shall be respected. Lapped cars are allowed to unlap 
themselves if it can be done without hindering the cars ahead. 

2.3.10. Drivers who find that many other cars on the track are “lagging” probably have a bad 
connection themselves and might be a "danger" for or disadvantageous to other drivers 
on the track. Drivers then have their own responsibility to either try to fix their 
connection or to leave the track if problems remain. Drivers who continue driving 
further risk being punished. 

2.3.11. Drivers who have been affected by another driver's lag on more than a few occasions 
or had damage inflicted due to a lag-collision shall report this to the race management 
for assessment in after the completion of the  race.  

2.3.12. During the race, the race management may request a driver to leave the track due to 
lag. The race management also has the right to refuse drivers to participate if the risk 
of incidents related to lag is considered high. 

2.3.13. Punishments awarded by the game apply and are served during the race or as a time 
supplement in the final result. Punishments awarded by the game may also be 
examined by the competition management and may form the basis for further 
punishment after the race has ended. 

2.3.14. Bugs in the game are not something the race management or individual driver can be 
accountable for. 

2.3.15. Known bugs that are used for own or other driver's gain may be the basis for 
punishment or suspension. 

2.3.16. It is forbidden to chat during ongoing race if it is not something that is relevant to all 
participating. Discussions on incidents and guilt during the race are strictly prohibited 
and referred to after the race has ended and / or as a protest to the competition 
management. Chatting in the lobby during the race is primarily a misdemeanor leading 
to a warning, but can lead to harder punishments. 

2.3.17. Driver A who accidentally collides with driver B shall quickly and safely wait for driver B 
to reenter the track and pass driver A. This can lead to losing many positions, but must 
be done in order to avoid, in the first place, unnecessary protests and punishments 
afterwards. When racing with heavy damage, this shall be done in the same way, but if 
driver B is forced to pit due to the inflicted damage, driver A may receive a penalty after 
the race. Extremely careless incidents may nevertheless be the subject of protest and / 
or punishment afterwards. Drivers A who does not wait for the affected driver B run the 
risk of punishment or disqualification. 

2.3.18. Driver A who by mistake pushes driver B who in turn causes a driver C to leave the 
track may be penalized after the race. Since such an incident is not always obvious to 
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drivers A and C, exceptions to rule 2.3.17 can be made in the sense that driver B is 
considered innocent unless replay or similar shows otherwise. 

2.3.19. It is forbidden to change line/track position repeatedly to defend position on the track. 
Drivers who move back after defending their position must leave a good margin at least 
one car width between their own car and the track edge (see 6.1.5). 

2.3.20. It is forbidden to brake earlier than normal in front of another driver who is in the 
slipstream behind, so-called "brake-checking". According to 6.1.19, one must change 
tracks once to break the slipstream and defend its position, but one must not sabotage 
for rear-facing drivers with unequal methods (see 6.1.4). 

2.3.21. It is forbidden to leave the car on an auto-drive on the track during qualifying and race. 
If for some reason you have to go into the auto-drive, you should first and foremost 
make sure that it is done in a safe way that does not affect other drivers. If the car is on 
the track, do not leave the car for more than 30 seconds in auto-drive, as it may be 
subject to punishment after the race. If you need longer time for an important 
message, it is recommended that you leave the track (see also 6.3.3) and keep the foot 
on the brake so that the car does not roll out on the track (NOTE: If you leave the game 
via the PS button, the car will automatically run out on the track again). 

2.3.22. It is allowed to go to the depot and not to change tires (the car remains in the depot) 
until the race is over. However, it is not something that is recommended, as the 
remaining drivers must wait extra long after the race finishes before the game has 
decided that the race is over. But if for some reason you cannot temporarily drive, it is 
allowed to do this to avoid DNF. However, drivers who abuse or exploit this procedure 
for their own gain may be penalized. 

2.3.23 When entering or leaving the pit, the car must be within the solid white lines.  

2.4. Awareness of other cars 
The game's limitations mean that as a driver you do not have the opportunity to have the same 
field of view as you have in reality, which means that drivers must rely on the aids that the 
game provides instead. 

2.4.1. Look back: You can turn the camera view backwards in the game with the click of a 
button to see if you have any other driver behind it. In the game one can map this 
function to any button, and it is a very good feature that often gives the very best view 
backwards (depending on which camera view and car used). 

2.4.2. Use the rear-view mirror: In some camera views you drive in, there is a rear-view mirror 
available at all times. It is a very good tool to keep track of whether it is someone close 
or to see when someone is catching up. However, be aware that cars may be closer 
than they appear to be in the rearview mirror. 

2.4.3. Use the map / radar: In the game's HUD there is the so-called MFD (Multi Function 
Display) where you can switch between TCS, brake balance, fuel, map, radar and 
intermediate times. It is a great advantage if during the race one can easily switch 
between what the MFD shows, so that you can use the map to see how close the front 
and back drivers are, and if it is about regular dispute over placement then the radar is 
one important tool to see where the other car is in relation to one's own car. 
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2.4.4. Use the mini map: In the game's HUD there is usually a mini map of the track. On most 
courses of normal length you can easily see where all the other drivers are on the track 
so that you can judge whether you are about to catch up on someone or if someone is 
on the road catching up with you. The map is also a good tool to see if someone is in 
the depot and potentially can come out in front of you on the way out from the depot. 

2.4.5. Keep track of the time: To the left of the game there is a list of the location for yourself, 
the top 3 and the closest drivers in front of and behind. In most cases, here you can see 
how much time separates you and the front / rear driver. If the difference to the driver 
behind is less than 1 second then you should pay extra attention back. 

2.4.6. Keep track of lapping cars: Even in even starting fields, lapping might occur, and a 
good way to keep an eye on this is to keep track of time as in 2.4.5. However, this is 
about the time that is in a red field to the right of your name in the list. It is the 
difference up to P1. An easy way to judge whether one is likely to be lapped is to check 
the fastest lap (purple text under the list of placements) and compare with the time in 
the red field. If the difference is approaching the fastest lap time, then it is time to keep 
track of it, because then P1 is catching up. 

2.5. Path Restrictions 
Normally, the game's own track limitations are fully used, but the race management has the 
right to decide that arbitrary track restrictions should attempt to be pursued on certain 
courses. As far as possible, this must be done to participating drivers in as good a time as 
possible. 

2.5.1. A car is considered to have left the track if more than half of the car is outside track 
marking or kerbs. In general we use the game's restrictions, except overtaking (see 
2.3.7), if they are performed outside track limits. 

2.5.2. Drivers must not deliberately and without motivated reason leave the course. 
Exceptions can be made if the driver does so to stay out of the way of revolving cars 
that fight for position. 

2.5.3. Should a driver leave the track for any reason, he or she is allowed to reconnect to the 
track only if this is done in a safe manner and without giving any other driver 
advantage, causing collision or changing the position of other drivers on the track. 
Offenses against this are subject to punishment and possible disqualification. 

2.5. Path Restrictions 
 

3. Qualifying 
 

3.1. Late arrivals to qualifiers 
Drivers who join the qualifying lobby after the qualification has started can drive to the end of 
the qualifier to put in qualifying time. Late arrival shall not hinder other drivers that are already 
on track.  
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3.2. Result of the qualifier 
The best driver time of the individual driver indicates the location in the starting field (can be 
modified if any driver is punished with previous race punishment). At an equal qualifying time, 
it is decided using a fitting mean, such as previous race results.  

3.3. Non-qualifying 
Competition management may allow registered drivers to connect as non-qualifying (DNQ) at 
the back of the starting field. This is not a drivers right, but something the race management 
can allow or not. 

3.4. Behavior in Qualifying lobby 
The qualifying is in many cases as important as the race itself, especially for those drivers who 
may have difficulty during time pressure performing as fast a lap as possible. Therefore show 
all the respect you can, both on the track (see the basic rules) and in the lobby in general. It is 
therefore directly inappropriate to write chat messages in the lobby chat and PSN groups while 
the qualifying is in progress. Keep the "teaser" in the PSN groups at a lower level to reduce the 
noise of those who may still be out on a hot lap. 

3.5. Before the qualifying starts 
When it is time for the qualification to start, normally around 18:15 GMT + 1, then the lobby 
host will "reset" the lobby by changing, for example, the tire wear from 6x to 7x and back again 
(see also Appendix A for normal lobby settings). Pay attention to this, as the lobby host has no 
explicit duty to notify when the qualifier starts, but is encouraged to do so. 

3.6. Qualifying starts 
When the lobby is "reset" (see above) to the correct settings, the qualification starts. Normally, 
the qualification lasts 15 minutes, but can be adjusted on specific courses if the competition 
management considers that there is a need for it, for example courses with a high lap time. So 
pay attention to what applies! 

NOTE! All laps that have been started before 15: 00,000 are passed may be completed (see 
the picture below). 
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The time of the qualification is tracked with the timer in the lower left corner of your screen. 
The reason that the lobby is "reset" is because this timer is reset (see section 3.5). This is the 
time that applies to the qualification. Once the qualifying period has passed, the qualification is 
over. Everyone shall stop in track or enter the pits, note that if you haven’t passed the Sector 1 
checkpoint, your time might not be shown properly.  

 

3.7. Non-qualifying drivers 
Drivers who have registered for the race but for some reason have not qualified can still 
participate, but then of course starts at the end of the field. 

3.8. General to think about when qualifying 
In general, here are the basic rules, but here are some simpler rules of conduct when qualifying: 

Check your BOP to the extent that you as a driver have incurred weight gain or qualifying in a 
lobby where one or more drivers with weight supplement qualify. With BOP off in the qualifying 
lobby, it is primarily your own responsibility to ensure that you qualify with the right BOP values. 
If you qualify with the wrong BOP, you risk being punished. 

Before leaving the depot during an ongoing qualification, check the map to see if there are 
other drivers coming on the start / finish line so that you do not end up in the way for drivers 
already on track. It is likely that these drivers are on flying laps and want to try to put in a quick 
lap 

Cars on OUT/IN LAP should keep away from cars on flying laps! Check the map and radar. 
You are not allowed to prevent cars on a flying lap if you are NOT on a flying lap. Use an 
appropriate location and leave the racing line free, be aware there may be several cars. 

Pay attention if you are slow! Use the rear-view mirror and keep track of the map and the 
radar to see where other drivers are on the track. It is your responsibility to keep track of 
whether there are significantly faster drivers. 

Do not park on the track during qualifying if you can avoid it! A car standing still or running 
slowly on the track causes yellow flags and may as a result cause penalties for passing 
drivers. Instead, run into pitlane or select exit track; If you leave the track you have to pass the 
intermediate time for sector 1 to seethe qualifying position and time. 

Do not use auto-drive during the on-going qualification! There is a risk that it will disturb 
other drivers who are qualifying. If for some reason you do not want to go to a depot and have 
to leave the game for a short while (1 minute max) then you can temporarily place the car in an 
appropriate place (see also the previous paragraph), preferably against a wall or off track and 
make sure that the car does not roll out on the track. 

 
3.9. Spectators 
The race management will give permission for non-registered drivers to attend a qualifying and 
race lobby as spectators, but then spectators must not take the "Enter track" or go out on the 
track in any way. Spectators also cannot chat in the lobby during qualifying, or jump in and out 
of the lobby while the qualifier is running. Spectators who violate this risk punishment or 
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suspension. Each team has 1 reserved slot in the lobby but one team may have 2 spectators if 
the other team does not have one. 

 

4. Race 
 

4.1. Race 
Procedure for race and race start must first of all be stated in the respective series rules. The 
race management has the right to draft their own rules and guidelines for the race procedure 
according to their own head, regarding things such as how the start goes, in which order the 
starting field starts and so on. 

4.2. Spectators 
The race management may give permission for non-registered drivers to be present in one as 
spectators, but then spectators must not take the "Enter track" or go out on the track in any 
way. Spectators also cannot chat in the lobby, or jump in and out of the lobby while the 
qualifier is running. Spectators who violate this risk punishment or suspension. 

4.3. Commentator 
The competition management is entitled to reserve space in the final lobby for commentator. 
However, the commentator must not take the "Enter track" or go out on the track in any way. 
The commentator must also not chat in the lobby during qualifying, or jump in and out of the 
lobby while the qualification is running. 

4.4. Warm-up 
Before the race, the race management can temporarily allow participating drivers to go out on 
the track for warm-up until it is time for the race to start. However, this is with the proviso that 
the race management may call the driver's attention at any time from the start of a race lobby. 
Absence in a race lobby may cause drivers to be kicked from the lobby and get an automatic 
DNF. Repeated absence may be punished. 

4.5. Pre-race check 
Before the race starts, the lobby host or competition management will want to check that 
everyone in the lobby sees each other. This is done to avoid problems with the start of the race 
(auto-drive, cars that get stuck on the grid, etc.). In practice, this means that the lobby's host 
will ask everyone in the lobby to report how many of the other drivers they see in the lobby. 

This is done in such a way that all drivers report the figures that are down to the left in the 
lobby, for example 14/16 (10 drivers have entered). Usually, it is sufficient to enter the 
first of these numbers, that is, 14 according to the example above. 

If you as a driver are out on the track then you do not see these figures because you are not 
out in the lobby, so you either have to take "Exit" and go back to the lobby, or you just have to 
press "Options" and count the number of drivers you see at the bottom of the screen. 

To the extent that any driver (A) does not see the same number of drivers as any other person, 
perhaps only 13 (according to the example above), the lobby host will ask the driver (A) and 
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possibly the driver (B) as the driver ( A) do not see leaving the lobby, restart the game, PS4 and 
/ or router / network. This can affect several drivers, but on request, all participants must 
follow the instructions of the competition management and the lobby. To the extent that it 
cannot be resolved within a reasonable time, the competition management is entitled to ask 
the driver who is considered the most likely cause (based on similar incidents in the past) to 
leave the lobby and then receive a DNS on the race.  

In some cases, the lobby's host can judge that a new lobby must be started, perhaps with 
another lobby host - so be aware if something is written about it in the lobby chat and 
reconnect to the new lobby as quickly as possible.  

Lobby host and the competition management also have the right to ask individual drivers to 
leave the lobby if it is considered to have good chances to solve any problems with the starting 
procedure. 

Restarting the game or deleting network data within the game before a race may lower the risk 
or lobby issues. 

4.6. Formation laps (standing start) 
As part of achieving a more "realistic" feel in the game, the game's built-in startup procedure is 
not used for more than starting the field. Normally the final is started with "GRID START WITH 
FALSE START CHECK", which means that all cars stand still on the starting pitch until the lights 
go out and the whole field one by one rolls slowly away from the grid. Do not jump the start, it 
will give the driver an in-game penalty. . 

The starting procedure means that the first lap is an out / formation lap where no overtaking 
may be done. After the lights go out, let the car starting ahead of you roll away from the 
starting line before you drive away yourself. Be sure to drive carefully on the formation lap, be 
sure to save fuel and heat the tires. 

The formation lap is run at about 80-130 km/h, mainly in the same two startlines you start in 
unless otherwise announced from the competition management, if you are weaving to heat the 
tires, make sure there is sufficient space around your car.  

Drivers who drive off the track or spin on the formation lap shall reconnect last in line. Should 
any driver push someone else on the formation lap then the guilty driver (A) waits for the 
affected driver (B) and both connect last in the line with (B) before (A). Any punishment is 
handed out afterwards (save replay). 

If someone happens to pass another driver before the start line, simply switch the positions. 
To the extent that this is done without incidents, no punishments are given out. 

General information (recommended reading) about the start procedure can also be read here 
(Currently only in Swedish): 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MXdJ-Gee01t0wZkSbtUCC1C4CRbwQw-Ooc61VVA6_
V8/edit?usp=sharing 

When the leader car approaches the last sector or section of the course where the start is 
performed, the leader slows and collects the field so that the cars last in the starting field catch 
up. The speed is then substantially reduced, so be aware that the field has slowed down. The 
leader may need to slow earlier if cars further down the grid are too far away to catch up, it’s 
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always preferable to slow earlier then later. The speed at this stage is decided by the polesitter 
but must be within 80 and 130 kph and cannot be changed when the field is packed up and 
close to the start, change of speed is difficult to manage for cars not in direct contact with the 
front row. 

4.7. Race start 
After P1 has collected the field behind it (usually before the last corner, depending on the track, 
observe that this might need to be done significantly earlier), the leader car guides the field 
speed. The guide car may increase the speed up to the starting line, but may not slow down. 
The right starting speed over the starting line is approximately 80-130 km/h. 

When the lap time is zeroed for YOU, that is your start que. The same applies to everyone in the 
start field. When P1 goes over the starting line starting lap 2, P1 can accelerate fully. The same 
applies to eg P13; when P13 passes the start line out on lap 2, P13 may begin to accelerate 
and so on. Thus, the race starts for each individual car is when the car in question passes the 
start line - NOT when the leader car passes the start line. 

In the event that someone knows that they have made an unauthorized overtaking before the 
start line has passed, we accept that the position is returned to the person or persons who 
have been overtaken as soon as possible, otherwise disqualification or punishment may be 
handed out afterwards. 

4.8. Auto-drive at the start 
To the extent that someone gets an auto-drive at the beginning of the formation lap, take "Exit" 
and write in the chat what has happened. Competition management or lobby host then 
decides whether or not the race should be interrupted. We have a decent procedure to 
counteract auto-drive or similar concerns, but for natural reasons we cannot restart the race or 
delay the start forever. If the lobby's host for any reason chooses not to cancel the race and/or 
answer in the chat, the affected driver must accept this. Auto-drive is in most cases something 
we cannot influence. 

The affected driver must then leave the track and then receive a DNS (Did Not Start) in the 
table for this race. This is in contrast to a driver who interrupts a race on his own or because of 
eg. power failure, network failure or the like (see section 9.2). 

4.9. "Force Majeure" 
To the extent that competition management or lobby host believes that a race of any external 
reason must be interrupted, the management takes a position on whether the race should be 
rerun at another time or if it should be counted from the current position. 

If, for some reason, the required network services (PSN, for example) should be offline for 
several drivers during the race or qualification, the race management can decide that the race / 
finals should be rerun at a later time or if it should be counted as finished. In order for this to 
take effect, at least 30% of the drivers in the lobby must have been affected by the problem 
and it must be documented and acknowledged by the competition management (via eg screen 
capture from the PSN status page). 
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4.10. Canceled race 
If you do not complete a race for whatever reason, it becomes DNF and 0 points. If you get 
disconnected or have a power outage, you is seen as if the car had a motor failure and could 
not continue. For everyone's enjoyment, we hope that this will not lead to controversy, the 
same applies to everyone. 

Drivers who cannot/not allowed to start (see section 8.4 and 8.7) ranks as a DNS (Did Not 
Start) and is rewarded 0 points. 
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5. Points 
5.1. Team and driver points 
Points are scored individually for individual drivers and for all teams whose drivers participate 
in the series. 

Points for each team is the total amount for the team´s drivers including points for fastest lap.  

5.2. Points table 
Points are allocated primarily to drivers, with 3 extra points for the fastest lap during the race. 

Score are as follows: 

P1 = 25p 
P2 = 21p 
P3 = 18p 
P4 = 16p 
P5 = 14p 
P6 = 10P 

P7 = 9p 
P8 = 8P 
P9 = 7p 
P10 = 6P 
P11 = 5p 
P12 = 4p 

P13 = 3p 
P14 = 2P 
 

point table for the ticket: 25.4.21,18.2.14,10...2 

Points are thus distributed to all 14 ranked drivers in the results list.  
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6. Protests, Reporting Incidents 
6.1. Procedure 
In the first instance, anyone who has something to report regarding the race should contact 
the host and/or management immediately after the race. If there is something that could 
result in a penalty, then it is up to the competition management to decide on the issue. The 
protester should have evidence (see 10.2) for his protest to provide the competition 
management no later than 24 hours after the race has ended, otherwise the race management 
is free to write off the protest. 

6.2. Reports, screenshots 
It is of great importance that drivers who have something to report can demonstrate what has 
happened in a clear and accurate manner, therefore it is recommended that drivers save replay 
directly after race. Alternatively, you can store images and video on your own console via the 
Playstation 4's SHARE function. These can then either be attached to the PSN message 
(images) or posted on e.g. Youtube or similar (videos). 

To the extent possible, a replay is saved in the game which is then shared within the game is 
the very best solution. However, it is not always possible because the game itself seems to 
limit the size of sharable replays to a maximum of 100 megabytes. 

Anyone presenting evidence in the form of replays, videos and the like shall as far as possible 
clearly explain at what time in the video/replay that the reported incident occurs. This is 
because the race management and/or judge should not have to spend time looking for the 
incident. 

6.3. Jæve 
In the event of an obvious conflict situation, the person who protests or the competition 
management may request that one or several other drivers look at the incident in question, to 
the extent possible. In the first instance, this must be done by other participants in the same 
race to the extent that it does not conflict with either driver.. The external driver (s) who are 
commissioned to assess the situation should be familiar with current rules and penalties and 
thus be tasked with acting as judge in accordance with the original protest. 

7. Penalties 
7.1. Penalties within current race 
The competition management can determine a penalty for drivers for the race being driven, for 
example by deduction of points or relegation in the final result. One, however, does not have to 
exclude the other, punishments may be given both as pure point deduction and relegation. 
Punishment may also be awarded for the driven race and as a punishment for the next race. 

Time or position penalties should be comparable with the time lost for the affected driver and 
may be counted as a drive through (Pit delta), 5s, 10s or the total time for a “Stop and go” 
penalty.  

When racing with heavy damage this shall be considered when handing out penalties, the 
affected cars repair time or time lost on track may affect the penalty. 
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Penalties shall be decided by the team leaders to make sure they are fair. 

7.2. Repeated penalisation  
The race management is allowed to turn off drivers who repeatedly have been penalised. If the 
breaches are sufficiently coarse or deemed to expose other drivers to danger, the competition 
management must address the rule breaches with the SRL's management to determine 
whether a shutdown should apply to the entire SRL or only to individual series. 

7.3. Appeal of penalty 
The decisions of the competition authority and team leaders in the assessment of a breach of 
a rule cannot be appealed. 

8. Warnings 
8.1. Warning for breaches of rules  
The competition management may decide that drivers receive a warning because of a violation 
of the rules contained in this document or which are replaced by rules in a series of own rules. 
Warnings can be handed out for offenses or incidents that do not in themselves directly affect 
the outcome on the track, but should be taken as seriously as a full punishment. 

8.2. Repeated warnings 
Drivers who have been repeatedly warned of misdemeanors, regardless of whether they are 
the same or different offenses, may be penalised. The race management can decide that the 
penalty should be either for the race being driven, for the next race or for both depending on 
how serious the offense is. 

 

8.3. Warning Validity Period 
A warning applies throughout the season. At the end of the season, all warnings are removed. 

9. Misdemeanors and breaches of rule 
9.1. On the course during warmup / qualification / race 
Rule breakage in section 2 that falls under the scope of "on the track": 
WARNING, PENALTY OR DISQUALIFICATION 

9.2. Adjacent to the race / lobby 
All forms of bullying, racial, religion offensive or gender-based insults in writing or speech (see 
SBF's policy of FairRace): 
WARNING or disqualification, repeated offenses SHUTDOWN 

Foul of section 2 which does not fall within Section 9.1 above : 
WARNING OR AFTER REPEATED WARNINGS DISPOSAL OR DISQUALIFICATION 
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9.3. Assessment of breach of rules 
The competition management can judge that breaches of the rule that normally only lead to 
warning can be judged as a mere punishment if the breach of the law has been committed for 
a long time or if it has negatively affected other drivers in a greater sense. 

Appendix 

A. Current position on the course 
If the competition management decides that a race should be interrupted after the start, the 
final result can be assessed as appropriate in the following manner; The race management 
announces that the race is interrupted when the leader car is, for example, on lap x. The end 
result must then be determined by the current position when the leader car just started lap x 
(the remaining cars are then on lap x-1). To the extent that competition management or the 
lobby's host itself participates in the race and is passed on the track while this message is 
notified to the other drivers, the competition management is entitled to adjust the final result 
for the relevant driver. 

B. Right to track 
It is difficult to judge during race, but in general it can be considered that if the entire front 
wheel of the overtaking car is in front of the overturned car's rear wheels, the overtaking car is 
right to the track. Exceptions are made for regular "divebombs" in far too high speed that fall 
under 2.3.4–2.3.6 and can be the subject of punishment. Likewise, the overtaken car may be 
subject to punishment if, in an uncertain manner, it swings in front of the overtaking car. 

C. Danger for drivers 
When it comes to simulated racing in a game, this is not real, physical danger for the driver in 
question. However, racing in SRL means that you have a sense and understanding enough to 
drive your car as if it were a real car and you were sitting in it as a driver together with other 
real people in their respective cars. The purpose of this is to get all drivers in racing to drive 
with the inside of the head, not by pushing themselves through, driving at full speed into other 
cars and similar initiatives. This favors the driver in the sense that if the person ever gets into 
real racing, this behavior should be rewarded, and behavior on and off the track that violates 
the rules should be punished. 

D. Pre-race check 
The race or lobby host may require participating drivers to be present for a pre-race check. This 
means first and foremost that all drivers can see each other in the lobby, as it seems likely that 
if this is not the case, the starting procedure risks bumping out and some drivers do not come 
off at the start. Lobby host can then request that all drivers respond to how many drivers they 
see in the lobby or otherwise verify that everything seems to be right. This answer is primarily 
given in the lobby's chat, but to the extent that a driver is sitting in a party (voice chat) with the 
lobby's host, it is acceptable to announce that way. 

The lobby or host of the lobby has the right to request a driver to restart his connection, games, 
game console and / or network / router to try to solve any problems that may arise. The 
lobby's host also has the right to restart the lobby itself if it is judged to be able to remedy any 
problems. The lobby or the host of the race also has the right to request that the race proceed 
with start-up regardless of whether everyone comes away from start or not. 
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Individual drivers are also allowed to permanently leave the lobby if it rectifies the problem. 

E. Lobby settings 
Normally, lobby hosts sets up settings for qualifying and race-lobbies, but for those who want 
to train for the next race, it may be good to know which settings to run with if you create their 
own lobby for training. 

Room Mode: SRLvFAST is run as Practice / Endurance Race, but to the extent that you do not 
run your own test race, it does not matter much how to set this up. 

Track Settings: For track settings, check which path and time on the track apply via the 
website. 

Race Settings: 
Start Type: Grid Start W False Start C 
Grid Order: Fastest First 
Boost: Off 
Slipstream Strength: Real 
Visible Damage: Off 
Mechanical Damage: Heavy 

Tire Wear: 6x 
Fuel Depletion: 3x 
Initial Fuel: 100 liter 
Grip Reduction: Real 
Race Finish Delay: 180 sec 

Regulation Settings: 
Filter by Category: Gr.3 
Balance of Performance: On 
Max Power Limit: No Limit 
Minimum Weight: No Limit 
Maximum Tire: Racing Hard 

Minimum Tire: Racing Super Soft 
Car Number Type: No Limit 
Assign Car Numbers: None 
Tuning: No Limit 
Card Usage: Off 

Penalty Settings: 
Ghosting During Race: None 
Shortcut Penalty: Strong 
Wall Collision Penalty: Off 
Wall Collision Detection: Default 
Side Contact Penalty: Off 

Correct Vehicle: Off 
Replace Cars: Off 
Flag Rules: On 
Ghost Lapped Cars: Off 

Limit Driving Options: 
Countersteering Assist: Prohibited 
ASM: Prohibited 
Driving Line: Prohibited 

Traction Control: Prohibited 
ABS: No Limit 
Auto-Drive: Prohibited 
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F. Overview 
The major points of a race 
In roughly a race night comes in the following way: 

 

1. TRAINING: During the afternoon and evening, various lobbies for training for the race 
usually appear, so be sure to feel the tire wear and the like. Look out for the groups on 
PSN, or check out the lobbies in the game. 

2. PREPARATION FOR QUALIFYING: Just before the start, the host of the lobby will 
change the tire wear to something other than the one used for the qualification (see 
section 3). This is to make a reset on the lobby time in the first place. The time is 
shown at the bottom left of the screen when driving. Note that the qualification does 
NOT start at this stage. 

3. QUALITY STARTS: When the qualifying starts, the host of the lobby will change the tire 
wear to the correct one for qualification, and that is when the qualifying starts. The 
qualifying normally lasts 15 minutes and all tires are allowed.  

4. QUALITY END: When 15 minutes have passed (see clock down to the left), all drivers 
will be able to finish their current lap (see section 3). However, one must not start a new 
lap after 15 minutes passed. Stop on the track, park the car in the first corner but not in 
the way. 

5. REPORT QUALITY: Note your qualifying time. If you no longer see it in the list on the 
right then it is in your MFD (Multi Function Display, see 7.7), the same one you use to 
see the brake balance, fuel, TCS etc. If you have been in the depot then run out on the 
track and pass first intermediate time you should be able to see your best time there. 
This is done in case there is a race restart. 

6. PRE RACE BREAKS: Take the opportunity to take a quick break for nature needs and 
the like, so that you are ready to start when it's time. After the qualifying there will be a 
few minutes for everyone to get ready. 

7. PRE-RACE CHECK: As part of everything working as smoothly as possible at first start, 
it is important that everyone in the lobby see each other. This is done by a simple check 
(see 4.5) where the lobby's host or admin asks everyone to report how many they see. 
If the lobby host or admin asks you to leave and reconnect to the lobby or restart 
games and / or PS4 - do so without delay. The quicker this is done, the sooner everyone 
gets away. 

8. RACE START: When everything is ready for start, the lobby's host will start the race. 
However, this is only the first part of the starting procedure. 

9. FORMATION LAP: When the lamps go out, the entire starting field rolls off on a 
formation lap. This lap collects the field, usually for a full lap, for about 80-130 km / h. 
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The start for every individual racer is when they pass the start and finish line (see 
section 4). 

10. RACE: After you passed the start line, the race is on. Just drive to the best of your 
ability and follow the rules. 

11. OBJECTIVE: When you have the target flag, your race is finished and you can relax and 
hopefully be happy with your race. 

12. POST-RACE: When you are back in the lobby, there are a few things that are good to 
do: 

a. Save the replay ("Save replay" at the top of the lobby screen) - especially useful 
if you have any incident you would like to report to the competition 
management. 

b. Save a screenshot on the results list ("Race results" at the top of the lobby 
screen) with the SHARE function on the PS4 so you can go back and see who 
was placed afterwards. Do not forget to scroll down if not all drivers are 
accommodated on the screen. 

c. Save a screenshot on the driver list ("Member list" at the top of the lobby 
screen) where you see which percentage values the driver has on POWER and 
WEIGHT. This is a good double check if any driver has driven the wrong values 
on his car. Do not forget to scroll down if not all drivers are accommodated on 
the screen. 

13. REPORT INCIDENTS: If there was any incident during the race, be sure to notify the 
competition management as soon as possible if there is reason to look at any specific 
incident. Incidents that are not reported risk not being looked at and someone might 
avoid a penalty. The race management wants to have reported any incidents no later 
than 24 hours after the race start.. 

14. PRELIMINARY RESULTS: The management will post preliminary results as soon as 
possible. Any measures for incidents may later change the result. 

15. INCIDENT HANDLING: The management and team leaders tries to look at the reported 
incidents as soon as possible and makes a joint assessment of whether a penalty 
should be awarded and, if so, in what form. When this can take time, the competition 
management reserves a week's response time to impose any punishment.   
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D. General rules on the track 
In the race we show respect to our fellow players - if you create an incident then you wait until 
everyone affected is again on the track and in front of you. Do not make it difficult for the 
person to pass by, rather give a gap. 

In the first instance, one should think about driving carefully during especially the first laps; 
keep in mind that slipstream raises the top speed and thus moves the brake point compared to 
individual training or race with cars scattered across the track. We drive for a minimum of 60 
minutes, chances for overtaking will be available. 

Yellow flags and blue flags are in the game and we are driving according to flag rules, so take it 
easy if yellow is shown. If you are lapped and get blue flags, let cars by rather than repeated 
blockages (eg if your car is damaged). 

Keep in mind that the best thing in many cases is to keep your racing line until there is a safe 
place / distance to go aside for the overtaking / overpass to be as safe as possible and to 
reduce the risk and time loss for both the driver who is going to wind and the one who is being 
reversed. 

When leaving or entering the pitlane during race you must stick to the solid lines, do not block 
other cars on purpose. However, some pit exits are placed so that you enter track in the middle 
of the racing line, in the way of other cars - try to stay out of the way, but it is never a good idea 
to stop completely to let someone pass. It easily creates incidents and everyone has the right 
to be on the track. Even the drivers who are out on a flying lap out on the track may, on some 
courses, take into account that the person who comes out of the depot cannot magically 
disappear into empty space - and do not expect ghosting to save you! 

On occasions when a driver is entering the depot and a driver who is not going into the depot 
blocks the track, it is primarily up to the driver going into the depot to slow in and then enter the 
depot. However, the driver who is not entering shall not block another car from going into the 
pit - in most cases, the entrace is still not placed in the racing line. 

During ongoing training and qualifying, when you are going out on the track you should check 
on the map of the track if there are cars on the start and finish so that you can either come out 
with a good margin before, or wait until these cars have passed. When it is difficult to "find a 
gap" then you naturally have to go out on the track, but keep in mind that as far as possible 
keep away as best it can. 

E. General rules for spectators / non-participation 
There are some "unwritten" rules that should be followed (exceptions can be made if it is 
important for the qualification / race) even for those who are not active participants in a 
qualifier or race: 

● If you participate in a race or qualifying lobby as spectators, WRITE NOTHING during 
the ongoing qualification or race. 

● DO NOT CONNECT to the open party or lobbies with one or more users who may be 
suspected of participating in ongoing qualification or race if you have not received prior 
permission. 
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● If you are in a party where one or more users may be suspected of participating in 
ongoing qualification or race, WRITE NOTHING and DISCONNECT YOUR 
MICROPHONE or leave the party. 

● DO NOT SEND MESSAGES or friend requests during ongoing qualification or race if 
you are not urged to do so in advance. 
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